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Want to lose weight? Try skimming calories
Overweight doesn't happen
overnight. Calorie by calorie,
extra weight creeps up slowly.
Fortunately, however, calorie by calorie, the extra weight
can be lost.
"" "A daily excess of just 200
calories — the equivalent of
one doughnut or two soft
drinks — will add up to 18
pounds of fat over the course
of a year," said Stephen
Riggi, Ph.D., vice president
of research amLdevetopment
for die Pharmaceutical Division of Pennwalt Corporation.
"By die same token, consuming 200 fewer calories per
day will result in the loss of 18
pounds of fat in a year."
The most practical way to
cut out the wxtra calories 'bat
allow excess weight to creep
up is to substitute foods with
lower calorie contents — but
which are just as nourishing
and filling—formefoodsyou
currently eat.
"This way, you're getting
rid ofcalories that you'll never
even miss," Riggi said.
"Skimming the excess calories from your diet is the first
steptoslimming your body,''

Riggi said, "Learn where you their weight" and are doing so
can cut down on unwanted cal- successfully have learned how
ories and where you will miss to eat the foods they like in
amounts that will enable mem
mem the least."
For example, by substitut- to maintain their proper weight
ing an 8 oz. gliss of tomato without having to go hungry.
By choosing portion sizes
juke (SO calories)foran 8 oz.
glass of prune juke (170 calo- thatfityour needs, you can eat
ries), you can save 120 calo- what you like — and still reduce.
ries.
"A pk is usually cut into six
Substituting one two-inch
piece of sponge cake (120 cal- pieces," Riggi said. "One
ories)fora two-inch piece of piece may be worth 300 calochocolate cake with king (425 ries, but a half piece is worth
calories), can save you 305 only 150 calories and that may
fit into your daily caloric alcalories.
Wisely choosing snacks can lowance."
"Along the same line, one
add uptoeven greater savings.
Munching on one cup o f ! scoopofkecreamis300calograpes (65 calories) instead of ' ries. You may be able to
one cup of roasted peanuts budget a smaller, scoop for
(1,375 calories) can, save a only 150cak>ries," he said.
whopping 1,310 calories.
Allowing yourself smaller
"Each person has his own portions of the foods you like
way of taking in those calories is one of me keystosuccessful
that add up to overweight/' weight loss.
Riggi said. "For one person
"Overweight isafood habit
those surplus calories may be problem mat must be solved
no more than an extra slice of. personally and individually,"
butteredtoastat breakfast, two Riggi said.
eggs when one would be
"Because we are all differenough, a second helping at ent, the personal reducing prodinner or late night snacks." . gram ofeach individual is best
People who "havetowatch worked out in consultation
with a physician."
A sensible program of regular exercise should also be part
of your program to lose
weight, unless your physician
prohibits itfora good medical
reason, accordingtoRiggi.
"Once you establish a plan
of regular activity, you should
be as strict about following it
as you are about your diet, "be
said.
"Unfortunately, some people belkve that exercise increases the appetite and therefore,defeats the purpose of
cutting down caloriestolose
weight."
"We've discovered, however, that only the highly
trained athlete finds his appetite increasing as his activity

/A recent breakthrough in diabetes research lias enaUediabetk patients of all ages to
check their olood sugar levels
at home qukkly, easuy and inexpebsivefy.
Thankstoanew self-monitoring test, diabetics can now
accurately detect the amount
of sugar in die blood within a
matter of minutes, and then
make any necessary adjustments in diet, exercise or insulin intake immediately, in ordertobring the body back into
balance.'

HOW MUCH CAN YOU PINCH? One quick way to get a
rough idea if you're overweight is to use the "pinch teat.'*
Pinch the skin on your abdomen below your navel and see
how close your fingers come together. You're probably of
normal weight ifyour fingers come one inch apart for men,
ind an inch and a halfforwomen.

Scouts has-devised a series of
solar powered ovens and cookers which can be built from inexpensive materials found
around the bouse.

Easy to dp
First the patient, using an
automatic lancet device,
pricks his or herfingerand
squeezes a large drop of blood
onto a chemically treated strip
. of paper. After 60 seconds, the
excess blood is wiped off the
strip with cotton.
After waiting an "Motional
60 seconds, the patient then
matches the colors on the strip
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normal, leTSjtWeTy - sedentary
people, greatly, increased ac-^
tivSy is not accompanied by an
increase in appetite."
Through a combination of
skimming excess calories and
sensible exercise, the extra
pounds that have crept up can
be taken off—and kept off.
"Gradual weight toss is not
only more comfortable but
permits one to leant the correct *
habits of eating mat prevent
overweight from returning,"
Riggi said.
For a table of calorie contentsforbask foods and more
tips on. skimming calories,
contact your pbysicianforthe
fiee booklet, Tfte You Really
Serious About Losing
Weight?"
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TheSUPREME Package Included
1. 24-foot round extruded aluminum frame pool with large
extruded aluminum decK with fence around entire pool
for safety..
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2. YOUR CHOICE: EC-40*75 mini per filter O R ^ W f ?
Hayward filter. . - v . •-* .
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3. 20 gauge vinyl liner, pjint pebble bottom (ridftustff '
"heavy gauge liner," which means 15 or 16 gauge
vinyl).
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4. Thru-WairSkimmer
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5. Ih-Pobl Ladder (deluxe model)
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6. ChemieM Kit (complete — we don't go halfway. wtt§
ANYTHING!)
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7. Supreme Vac-Head —. hose, pole, skim vac ; ' 1 1 \&\
8. Leaf Net
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9. TestKK •„..- • •' •..-••
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•10. TheimotWel^;.,?^':-- .
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11. Installatipnitorthtn^i® miles^ofrFaitPortand not^iiis*< •
than 0-4 inches off level.

To obtain the kh-of &ur~~.«*,
plans send $1.00 to Troop 70
Solar Plans, 69-05 Ditmars
Blvd., Jackson Heights, NY°
11370.

There is nothing finer than
for the diet, whether it be
from fresh water or the ocean!

PRICE'S
SEA FOODS
1875 Monroe Avenue
(at 12 Corners)
Brighton

4612400
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Priortothe development of
this new test, urine tests had*
been the best means available
of detecting abnormal sugar
levels in the bloodstream.
However, the Morrnatjon
received from these tests indicated only the approximate
amount of blood sugar that had
beenpesert several hours earlier. Urine testing also offered
no informationfcgardingabnormally low blood sugars.
The new test, known as the
Chemstnp bG test, produces
immediate information regarding blood sugar levels.
Developed by Boehringer
Mannheim of West Germany,
and sold in the United States
by Bio-Dynamics, the test
consists of four simple steps;

Free energy known as fun in the sun
Food cooked outdoors always tastes especially good.
Putting the sun to work cooking your meals for free can
make the taste even sweeter.
A Troop-of New York Boy
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method signifies is a freer life- your prry^ucw, p h a r ^ ^
tor the diabetfc/with the m o r t B k ^ ^
overwhelming ramifications Road, Indianapolis, IN 46250.
being for adolescents and ^
pregnant women.

The way Matedtobe

increases," Riggi said. "For
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COMPARE WARRANTIES* You CAN'T—
because there IS no comparison' CMPDENS exclusive protects you
100percentwrrantyon parts andlaborfor 5 years, and then *
you receive an additional 10-fearpro-rated warranty

T h i s very delicious f o o d is low caloric,
low fat, low salt, a n d high in protein.
T h e r e are no additives or preservatives
in g o o d fresh fish.
For t h o s e people w h o are weightconscious and a w a r e of good health and
physical?!jttiess -^~

15-YEAR TOTAL
All other pool warranties are-pro-rated after the first yean and labor is not j
covered You have to pay to havi^defectivepart replaced' *
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BE SMART - BUY FROM

CHIPDENS POOL CENTER
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Where your nut ritional; needs willow £atfef led
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